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Across

1 Remember those 
who have gone 
right away, and 
spoil returning 
story-teller on the 
highway? (8,5)

8 Findings of autopsy 
checked for soul 
(6)

9 Balance feeling 
heartless and sway 
drunkenly? (4,4)

10 Irregular?  
Unendingly 
irregular, 
changing... 
changing sides (8)

11 Look daring, 
holding... what? (6)

12 Police protection's 
examination, 
including 
information for 
drinkers (4,4)

15 S__ off!  The other, 
twice?  That's way 
out (4)

17 Misrepresent, 

taking weeks to 
return with loss of 
energy (4)

19 Audacity of man 
who made Peanuts 
out of Society and 
left before taking 
on father and 
husband (8)

22 Mechanical fighter 
belonging to 
woman causing 
trouble (6)

23 A new 
development, 
almost routine in 
the Emirate (3,5)

25 Prophesied 
scripture to 
increase (8)

26 Keep hearing of 
Geller's destitution 
(6)

27 Sadistic amusement 
found in the gulf 
between school and 
the University of 
Dallas (free entry) 
(13)

Down

1 Stop nestling in her 
elevated charms -
be off, I say, it's a 
nuisance! (8)

2 Sore from painful 
ceremony (5)

3 Detail melancholy, 
unexpectedly 
coming out of it 
(3,4)

4 Seconds of time 
under African tree 
far below (5)

5 Working like a 
telescope, former 
partner (German) 
leaves (7)

6 You and I caught 
with confusion 
infiltrating first and 
last site of final 
solution (9)

7 Shouting garishly 
(6)

13 Tip off: he bakes 
quietly (9)

14 Single-mindedly, 
no enthusiast or a 
friend's quirk (3)

16 Evens out as Jean 
mobs our Pete's 
party (8)

18 Powerful leader to 
look into bishop 
who's in the money 
(7)

20 Found in ancient 
city in America, a 
description of 
Claudius? (7)

21 Little woman 
solver's found 
delightful (6)

23 Nakedly laud odes 
any poet composed 
(5)

24 Don't hang up 
initially and get 
religion (5)


